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Slide reviewed by another pathologist reported
(morphologic features of the hepatocytes and their
relation to the biliary system are similar to the
normal liver pattern which favor the diagnosis of
focal nodular hyperplasia).
Because of thr elevated ESR,Lymphocytosis,the
possibilities raised by the treating physicians at that
t i m e w e r e ? ( L y m p h o m a , h e p a t i c
adenoma,hemangioma,focal nodular hyperplasia
(FNH),liver cirrhosis.)
Because of the symptoms her family asked for
another opinion in Lebanon .

Re investigated in Lebanon
Triphasic CTscan showed 3 well defined lesions
segments 5, 6, 7 occupying the right lobe,caudate
and one in the left lobe segment 2, a diagnosis of
adenoma was made .(fig3)
Surgery was advised to remove the masses.
A staging laparascopy was done which
confirmed the lesions and biopsy from normal
appearing liver was normal.
An extended right hepatectomy and partial left

hepatectomy and cholecystectomy donel
Histopathology demonstrated nodular pattern
with 3 well defined circumscribed lesions with
lack of capsule, the large nodule has thin fibrous
bands traversing it and dividing it into 3 lobules,













Case presentation
A16 years old Palestinian female
patient was hospitalized in Feb.2003 with one
month history of abdominal pain mainly right
hypochondrium,l

Laboratory investigations showed mildly
e l e v a t e d l i v e r e n z y m e s A LT 6 5 ( n
40).Alk.Phosphatase 120(n 100),ESR 40 WBC
9600 60% Lymphocytes.l
Initial ultrasound and CT scan with no contrast
were reported as negative.l
CT scan with contrast showed mild
hepatomegaly with perfusion defect altering the
right hepatic lobe enhancement with apparent
portosystemic shunting ,possibilities raised
were,Splenic vien thrombosis,storage
disease,lymphoma

(fig 1)l
MRI liver showed normal size liver with large
well defined mass 10x7 cm,bilobed,well
encapsulated with well defined internal
septum,possibili ties were adenoma or
hemangioma(fig2)









Ultra sound guided Liver biopsy 2004 reported
( n o r m a l a r c h i t e c t u r e o f p e r i p o r t a l
hepatocytes,fibrosis of portal tracts with some bile
duct proliferation and incomplete septa.no
chlestasis,no storage disease.)
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Acase of a 16 years old female with right upper quadrant pain.
Imaging showed multiple right lobe focal liver lesions,the biopsy was inconclusive.
The atypical presentation and pain necessitated an extended right hepatectomy.
The histologic diagnosis was focal nodular hyperplasia (FNH).2 years after surgery she pres
ented with upper abdominal pain with multiple focal lesions in the remaining liver.EUS guided FNA
aspirate was suggestive of an atypical non classic focal nodular hyperplasia FNH.
Clinical presentation,and the difficulties facing the clinician in reaching the diagnosis in the atypical
cases of FNH is presented.

Focal nodular hyperplasia (FNH) is the most common non-malignant hepatic tumor that is not of
vascular origin.In recent series of MRI evaluation,23 percent of benign lesions were FNH,and Of the
non-hemangiomatous benign lesions, 86 percent were FNH [
].FNH is seen in both sexes and throughout the age spectrum, although it is found predominantly in
women (in a ratio of 8 or 9:1) between the ages of 20 and 50 years [
]. FNH comprises up to 2 percent of liver tumors in children [ ].
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life.We presume that the cause of the rapid
development of these FNHs is due to the growth
spurt caused by hormonal influences which we hope
will gradually decrease over the coming years.The
difficulties faced in the diagnosis and management
of these lesions are discussed below

Focal nodular hyperplasia (FNH) is the most
common non-malignant hepatic tumor that is not of
vascular origin, 8 percent of non-hemangiomatous
lesions were FNH, 66 percent of all benign non-
hemangiomatous lesions seen between 1918 and
1982 [ ].
In a more recent series of MRI evaluation,23 percent
of benign lesions were FNH,and Of the non-
hemangiomatous benign lesions, 86 percent were
FNH [ ].
FNH is seen in both sexes and throughout the age
spectrum, although it is found predominantly in
women (in a ratio of 8 or 9:1) between the ages of 20
and 50 years [ ].
FNH comprises up to 2 percent of liver tumors in
children [ ].
PATHOGENESISThe International Working Party
of the World Congresses of Gastroenterology
proposed a standardized nomenclature in 1994,
which placed FNH in the group of regenerative
nodules, as opposed to dysplastic or neoplastic
nodules [ ].
FNH is now generally accepted to be a hyperplastic
(regenerative) response to hyperperfusion by the
characteristic anomalous arteries found in the center
of these nodules [ ].
Imaging study, using ultrasound and dynamic CT,
found that 23 percent of FNH patients had associated
hemangiomas [ ].
FNH with similar clinical and radiographic features
has been documented in identical twins supporting a
role of congenital vascular anomalies in its
pathogenesis and a possible genetic predisposition to
the disease [ ].
PATHOLOGYFNH is most often solitary (80 to 95
percent), and usually less than 5 cm in diameter.
Only 3 percent are larger than 10 cm, although FNH
as large as 19 cm have been reported [ ].
It has a sharp margin with no capsule and may be

pedunculated. The contain bile ductular
proliferation. They almost always lack the
characteristic central scar [ ].

The most common of these, the telangiectatic type,
often presents with multiple FNH. In addition to
the lack of a central scar, the mass is characterized
by the absence of nodular architecture and the
presence of single, quite regular plates of
hepatocytes separated by sinusoids fed directly by
anomalous arteries [ ].

Three variants have been recognized:
•

Focal nodularhyperplasia:
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Microscopic examination showed focal nodular
hyperplasia FNH.
3 years after operation Feb.2007 presented with
recurrent abdominal pain, amenorrhea, acne,mood
changes,general weakness and sleepiness.
Laboratory tests showed mildly raised alkaline
phosphatase 130 (N 110)and ammonia level 70 (N
50) with normal transaminases.
CT scan 2 well demarcated left focal liver lesions(
fig4)
MRI multiple focal lesions in the remaining
liver(fig5)
Upper GIT endoscopy-no esophageal varices .
She was presented in a meeting during an EUS
workshop on Endoscopic Ultra Sound(E.U.S )
done in may 2008 showed multiple focal lesions in
the remaining liver.EUS guided biopsy from the
lesions was confusing and reported as:(Primary
hepatocytic parenchymal lesion- hyperplastic or
adenomatous with absence of duct epithelium may
suggest liver cell adenoma, may be difficult to
differentiate from well differentiated (HCC)
hepatocelluar carcinoma??
diagnostic dilemma-because it is an aspirate)
Slides reviewed by a different pathologist,and
reported as
(the preservation of reticulin pattern favor benign
nature)
At this time the family was advised to continue on
conservative management and the question of liver
transplant was raised if future deterioration
occur.Management
She was given lactulose and her Sleepiness and
altered mood improved.
The blood ammonia level decreased and is
working in a company.

:The initial diagnostic work-up, together with the
liver biopsy was suggestive of either an adenoma or
an atypical FNH and because of the symptoms she
was operated upon with extended right hepatectomy
with cholecystectomy.The gross section and
histopathology of the resected liver was typical of
FNH but the follow up after 2 years showed multiple
focal lesions in the remaining liver with elevation of
the blood ammonia level and sleepiness which
suggested mild hepatic impairment either due to the
liver resection.
The re appearance of nodules in the remaining liver
raised concerns and so she was re investigated.
Repeated imaging was not helpful.
EUS was performed , aspirates from the lesions were
not conclusive because it was an aspirate.
Liver transplant was suggested by experts during a
workshop in endosonography 2008 but the patient
improved on lactulose and currently back to a normal

Discussion:
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Imaging testsA confident diagnosis can usually be
made through a combination of imaging modalities;
tissue diagnosis is usually not required.
In our patient initial imaging were reported normal
include CT scan as these lesions contain normal liver
tissue and are are sodense.UltrasoundAlthough often
first identified on ultrasound examination, FNH is
variably hyper, hypo, or isoechoic [ ] and US is
able to identify the central scar in only 20 percent of
cases [ ]. The ultrasound characteristics are
difficult to distinguish from an adenoma or
malignant lesions. Power Doppler ultrasound may
help differentiate the arterial flow in FNH from the
venous flow in HA [ ].CT scanA properly
timed dynamic, triphasic, helical CT scan performed
without contrast, and with contrast during the
hepatic arterial and portal venous phases, will often
be highly suggestive of the diagnosis [ ]. The
lesion may be hypo or isodense on non-contrast
imaging with the central scar identified in one-third
of patients. The lesion becomes hyperdense during
the hepatic arterial phase due to the arterial origin of
its blood supply . FNH is generally isode
nse during the portal venous phase, although the
central scar may become hyperdense as contrast
diffuses into the scar. While characteristic of FNH, a
central scar may be present in the fibrolamellar
variant of HCC.
The initial CT scan was reported as normal but when
repeated with contrast it demonstrated the lesions but
the radiologist was suggesting a vascular anomaly or
lymphoma.
Technetium sulfur colloid scanningA characteristic
of FNH is that it usually contains Kupffer cells. Thus,
80 percent of lesions will show active uptake of
technetium sulfur colloid on nuclear medicine
scanning , whereas HA, which lack Kupffer cells,
generally will not [ ]. One study suggested
that the presence of a "hot spot" on sulfur colloid
scanning was comparable to or more sensitive for the
diagnosis of FNH than CT or MRI (92 versus 84
percent) [ ]. Unfortunately, because occasional HA
will also show uptake, a positive nuclear medicine
scan is not sufficient for a definitive diagnosis of
FNH. In many centers, nuclear imaging has been
largely replaced by Gd-BOPTA-enhanced MRI or
dynamic multi-phase CT angiography.
MRIThere may be little to distinguish FNH from
normal liver on standard MRI, since it is composed
of the same elements as normal liver. An isointense
lesion is noted on T1-weighted images, while an
isointense to slightly hyperintense mass appears on
T2-weighted images [ ]. The scar typically shows
high signal intensity on T2-weighted images due to
vessels or edema in the scar ([ ].
infusion produces rapid enhancement of the FNH
mass due to its arterial blood supply,
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The risk of bleeding appears to be similar to the risk
observed in patients with hepatic adenoma [ ].

Our patient fits this type of multiple FNH.
A mixed hyperplastic and adenomatous form may
be difficult to distinguish from HAdue to its subtle
vascular and bile ductular findings [ ].
A third histologic variant consisting of FNH with
cytologic atypia resembling dysplasia of large cell
type has been proposed [ ].

A comprehensive pathological study of 305 lesions
from Hospital Beaujon failed to identify a
macroscopic central stellate scar in 50 percent and
noted non-classical histology in 20 percent of the
lesions, most showing a telangiectatic variant [ ].
The surprisingly high number of lesions without a
central scar was almost exclusively due to the large
number of masses that had non-classical histology.
Ninety-five percent of those with non-classical
histology did not have a scar, whereas only 18
percent of those with classical histology lacked a
scar [ ]. The overall prevalence and clinical
significance of these variants remains to be
determined.DIAGNOSISThe diagnosis of FNH is
usually made by demonstrating its characteristic
features on imaging tests and excluding other
lesions.

The differential diagnosis includes hepatic
adenoma, hepatocellular carcinoma, fibrolamellar
carcinoma, cirrhosis, large regenerative nodules,
hemangioma, and hypervascular metastases.
SymptomsThe majority of reports have found that
symptoms and signs directly attributable to FNH are
infrequent. Two-thirds to three-fourths of patients
are identified incidentally [ ], with the mass noted
at the time of surgery, on an abdominal imaging
study, or at autopsy. Unlike hepatic adenomas, FNH
rarely presents with acute onset of hemorrhage,
necrosis, or infarction [ ].
However, symptomatic presentations have been
described. In one series, for example, abdominal
discomfort or a palpable liver mass was observed in
25 percent of 41 patients [ ]. Another series that
included 168 patient found that 60 percent had
abdominal pain and 4 percent had an abdominal
mass [ ]. The high number of symptomatic patients
in the second report probably reflects selection bias
since all of the patients were identified from
pathology specimens obtained at the time of surgical
resection [ ].
Laboratory testsLiver tests are most often normal
although minor elevations in aspartate and alanine
aminotransferase, alkaline phosphatase and gamma
glutamyl transpeptidase levels may be seen
[ ].
The alpha-fetoprotein is normal.
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highly suspicious lesion, which has eluded diagnosis
by all other modalities.

Ayoung 16 years old female with multiple FNH that
recurred after major liver resection showed the
problems of dealing with focal liver lesions in
children.
Difficulties may arise in interpretations of imaging
&histopathologic samples.
The reason for the rapid recurrence was probably
because of hormonal influences and the growth
spurt.
Focal liver lesions need a b team approach to
minimize the difficulties in interpretations.
A second opinion in both radiology and
histopathology can be of great importance.
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Fig 1 CT scan with contrast showed reported as mild hepatomegaly with perfusion defect
altering the right hepatic lobe enhancement with apparent portosystemic shunting,

possibilities raised were,Splenic vien thrombosis,storage disease,lymphoma

Fig 2 Triphasic Ctscan showed 3 well defined lesions segments 5, 6, 7 occupying the right
lobe,caudate and one in the left lobe segment 2, a diagnosis of adenoma was made .
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Fig 3 MRI liver showed normal size liver with large well defined mass 10x7 cm,bilobed,well
encapsulated with well defined internal septum

Fig 4-post operative CT scan
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